ICBS Business Release Notes
BR 1.4.3 HF 1
06/07/2016

BR 1.4.3 HF 1 is scheduled to be deployed into production on 06/08/2016
Change Request/Bug Fixes
Below are the changes that are scheduled to be implemented in this release. There are a
total of 2 change requests in this release.

Database
1. CR 185 –Minimum and Maximum stocking levels. New functionality from the
console was added for caches to maintain the min/max information in release 1.4.3. At
that time the functionality to create a new min/max record for an item was not available
and is being implemented in this release. This is only allowed from the Cache System
Admin permission and needs to be controlled accordingly.
Access to this new process is from the Inventory Console>Inventory Summary page.
Once the user clicks on the ‘Stocking Min/Max Levels’ they will be presented with a new
screen where either the existing min/max values can be updated (click on Update
Stocking Levels) or create a new min/max record for a NFES item (click on Add
Stocking Levels)

Complete the fields and click on save.
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Incident/Other Issue
1. CR 1994 - Partially Included in Shipment Status > Released Order Lines.
After the 9.1 upgrade a problem was discovered when order lines were added after an
issue was saved and the shipping information was edited. The scenario was – an issue
was created and order line(s) added to the order and saved. The shipping address panel
was accessed and modified. Then more line(s) were added to the order and saved,
confirmed and scheduled/released. This resulted in the new order lines that were added
to be in a ‘released’ status and no tasks created. The only workaround was to cancel
those order lines and create a new issue.
This problem has partially been fixed and is being implemented in this release. As long
as the above described steps are completed prior to the issue being in a ‘created’ status all
the order lines will schedule/release properly. If the order is in a ‘created’ status and the
above described steps are followed the newest order lines will remain in a ‘released’
status. That portion is still being worked on and will be implemented at a later date.
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